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I

ARM IN ARM:
Gender, Eugenics, and Virginia’s Racial Integrity Acts of the
1920s

Lisa Lindquist Dorr

In 1924, Virginia passed a law “to preserve racial integrity” as part
of a wave of eugenic legislation. Debate surrounding the passage of
the Racial Integrity Act, a law forbidding a white person to marry
anyone of another race, reveals how eugenicists manipulated ideas
about race, class, and gender to create a social crisis that apparently
could only be solved through their policies. Women’s growing inde-
pendence and new social behaviors, they feared, would lead to in-
creasing sexual relations between white women and black men.
Proponents of the act articulated a new female vulnerability, encour-
aged women’s return to their traditional roles, and supported efforts
to control women who did not conform to moral expectations. Justified
by eugenicists’ desire to protect and improve white genetic stock, and
ostensibly enacted to prevent racial mixture, the law ultimately served
to prescribe the attitudes and behavior of Virginia’s white women.

n 1925, Walter Ashby Plecker, head of Virginia’s Bureau of Vital Statistics,
 wrote a letter to the editor of the Richmond Times-Dispatch; “It is said

that some of our Richmond people admit into their homes these people of
triple race mixture, and some of our young women attend ‘fish-fries’ given
by these young men. These are certainly practices which should cease.”1

Another letter to Plecker’s friend John Powell, a musician affiliated with
the University of Virginia, warned that “some months ago they [blacks
and whites] actually did eat together at Randolph-Macon’s Women’s Col-
lege at Lynchburg. I think this sort of thing ought to be nipped in the
bud.”2  Such statements echoed fears that social interactions between whites
and blacks, specifically between white women and black men, had in-
creased sharply in Virginia during the early 1920s. Plecker and other Vir-
ginians who shared his concerns worried that social contact between the
races would lead to sexual relationships and result in the destruction of
traditional white civilization. Proponents of the “science” of eugenics, these
men believed that social order depended upon maintaining the purity of
the white race. Together, they launched a successful campaign promoting
legislative action to preserve racial integrity in Virginia. The key to their
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agenda was prescribing the behavior and attitudes of Virginia’s white
women.

Lillian Smith, a Southern social critic, observed that “whenever, wher-
ever, race relations are discussed in the United States, sex moves arm in
arm with the concept of segregation.”3  Historians are beginning to ex-
plore the interdependent ideologies supporting both racial and sexual hi-
erarchies.4  This article continues this process and includes gender in the
discussion of racial purity. Examining Virginia’s legal history provides a
case study of the interaction between conceptions of gender and antimis-
cegenation law. A small group of lobbyists who supported, along with
eugenics, traditional principles of family and government, promoted
Virginia’s Racial Integrity Act of 1924 as part of a wave of legislation that
sought to control marginalized populations. Responding to changing so-
cial norms and gender roles, proponents of eugenic legislation used their
scientific beliefs to manipulate class, race, and gender stereotypes to manu-
facture a social crisis that apparently could only be solved through eu-
genic policies. Examining the Racial Integrity Act through the lens of
gender does not merely illuminate another side of an old story.5  This act
represents a modern, rationalized means of simultaneously controlling
black men and white women at a time when extralegal means of control
were falling out of favor. Eugenics offered seemingly inarguable scientific
justification for traditional ideals, and thus became both a positive belief
system and convenient rationale for counteracting changes in social and
gender norms.

In 1924, Plecker and his ideological compatriots focused their efforts
on the passage of the Racial Integrity Act, a law forbidding a white person
to marry anyone of another race. Ostensibly enacted in response to grow-
ing fears of moral decay, Virginia broke new ground in racial legislation
with this act. The act did not intend to determine the “race” of blood itself;
instead, eugenicists were concerned with ancestry. The bill defined a white
person as one with no discernible trace of nonwhite (including African-
American, Native-American, Malaysian, or Asian) blood, ideally prevent-
ing near-whites from claiming white status. Although the act claimed to
preserve the integrity of all races, it only defined whites, making no pro-
visions for intermarriage between African Americans, Native Americans,
or Asian Americans. In addition, the bill required all newborns and adults
born before 1912 to be registered by race at the Bureau of Vital Statistics,
the state agency assigned the task of implementing and policing compli-
ance with the act. (Ultimately, this latter provision was removed during
debate in Virginia’s General Assembly because it was prohibitively ex-
pensive and might classify “good” families as “mongrel.”6 ) By defining
whites as those with no trace of nonwhite blood, the act reaffirmed the
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assertion of the absolute purity of the white race. Moreover, by requiring
registration upon marriage and the registration of offspring, the act em-
powered local officials to withhold marriage licenses from couples whose
racial status might be suspect, and placed the burden of providing evi-
dence of racial purity on the couple.

The Racial Integrity Act in 1924 was not the first act to prohibit inter-
racial marriage, nor was Virginia the only state to forbid such unions. Laws
against fornication passed by the Virginia House of Burgesses in 1661 were
followed in 1662 with an amendment that doubled punishment if either
party was of African descent. The legislature banned racial intermarriage
entirely in 1692. The reduction of most African Americans to slaves made
control of miscegenation easier. Children born of white men and slave
women inherited race identity and bondage from their mothers. Although
white Southerners were aware of continuing racial intermixture, slavery
masked its consequences.7

Emancipation ended this legalized system of racial control. Increased
intolerance for interracial sexual liaisons between white women and black
men after the Civil War reflected whites’ determination to enforce racial
hierarchy through the absolute separation of the races. Control of interra-
cial sexual congress became a means of political control over newly freed
blacks.8  The Virginia legislature strengthened seventeenth-century racial
classification laws in 1866 when it defined a colored person as an indi-
vidual with one-quarter or more black blood, and again in 1910 when the
fraction was decreased to one-sixteenth. Early-twentieth-century laws re-
quiring racial registration were part of the web of laws that constituted
Jim Crow segregation.

Southerners had long advocated racial separation, yet scientific de-
velopments in the first decades of the twentieth century shifted the de-
bate from culture to biology. Scientists mingled theories from genetics,
biology, anthropology, and sociology to create the new “science” of eu-
genics.9  Eugenicists argued that both physical and character traits of indi-
viduals were biologically determined, and thus the genetic quality of
society could be made better or worse through artificial selection. While
encouraging positive eugenics—reproduction among those with salutary
genetic traits—American eugenicists concentrated on negative eugenics—
preventing reproduction among the “unfit.” To eliminate “unfit” genetic
stock, eugenicists advocated four main policies: immigration restriction,
racial segregation, restrictive marriage laws, and compulsory sterilization.

To Southerners, eugenic policies reinforced existing racial hierarchies.
They also legitimized heretofore culturally based social policies in the name
of science. Most Southerners assumed the “superiority” of the white race
and the importance of racial separation, but they feared, and eugenics
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offered “proof,” that racial amalgamation would result in future genera-
tions dominated by “inferior” racial characteristics. Eugenicists maintained
that the biological traits of the weaker race dominated those of the supe-
rior race when admixture occurred. If allowed to continue, miscegenation
would ultimately destroy white civilization.10

Eugenicists also reified traditional gender distinctions and sought to
reduce white women’s social roles to their primary role as mothers. Eu-
genicists argued against advanced education, careers outside the home,
and the use of birth control among middle-class white women. Eugenic
policies thus wove together racial, class, and gender biases in the name of
scientifically justified social reform.11  Separation of the races matched a
parallel system of gender role differentiation. Although limited in public,
white women contributed to the good of society in their private role as
mothers.12  Women’s public role, however, could not be separated from
their reproductive duties. Thus, social stability also depended on control-
ling women’s sexuality as a means of assuring they were virtuous enough
to raise virtuous children.13

Southern society inflicted severe punishment on white women who
transgressed racial boundaries. From birth, Southern white women knew
they would forfeit their right to white men’s protection if they tested the
limits of racial and sexual taboos. Black men and white women were re-
stricted to sexual relations within their own races, a restriction that did
not apply to white men and black women. The fear that consensual rela-
tions between white women and black men could occur played a large
part in the construction of legalized racial boundaries. Moreover, lynch-
ing served to show black men the potential cost of interest in white women,
while it presented white women with the consequences of desiring black
men, and thereby foregoing their claim to protection. Lynching was the
fulcrum around which pivoted control over both white women and black
men.14

More recent analyses of relationships between white women and
African-American men show that while in the nineteenth century, a
woman’s economic status or sexual history could abrogate her claim to
protection, by the twentieth century, all white women could claim protec-
tion under the cloak of chivalry. The primacy of racial solidarity suggests
that by the 1920s, all sexual relationships between white women and black
men should inevitably have ended in violence against or legal prosecu-
tion of black men, regardless of the woman’s class or sexual history.15  As
the discourse surrounding the Racial Integrity Act indicates, class stereo-
types of women’s sexuality continued to influence Southerners’ responses
to interracial sexual relationships. Lower-class white women might expe-
rience community disapproval for participating in such relationships, but
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liaisons occurred without provoking violence or legal interference. More
important, efforts to control interracial sexual congress blamed white
women of different classes in distinct ways.

Ideologies predicated upon racial separation and gender differentia-
tion worked well when women of both races and blacks of both genders
conformed to their expected roles. But by the 1920s, age-old gender roles
were no longer clearly defined, and Victorian sexual values were begin-
ning to undergo a transformation. New gender relations affected people
in personal and troubling ways, especially in the private sphere. The
changes in the 1920s were not entirely new or completely foreign. Working-
class women had flouted middle-class norms of behavior, heterosocial
interaction, and sexuality since the 1890s. What was new, however, was
the middle class’ eager adoption of these cultural and social forms. Activi-
ties that previously had made working-class women seem different were
appearing in the homes of middle-class whites. Increasingly, young women
expressed their newfound independence and sexuality in public ways and
public venues.16  Tensions in social institutions surfaced in the guise of
rising divorce rates, continued falling birth rates, and a growing percent-
age of young women who professed little desire to marry at all.17

Historians have focused on gender tensions in the North, but Vir-
ginia newspapers during the early 1920s indicate that the South struggled
with similar issues.18  Many newspaper articles in Virginia located the cause
and effect of social decline in new forms of popular culture. Ministers
warned that motion pictures, close dancing, and “auto-petting” were caus-
ing female delinquency. One minister argued these were symptoms of
“decaying civilization” and clear evidence of loss of parental authority.
He asserted that more than 375,000 women in the United States “have
fallen through the influence of the dance.”19

Some readers appreciated the possibilities for modern women,20  yet
many of the older generation saw only dangers. They believed the inde-
pendence and ease with which women invaded public spaces were forces
driving women to ruin. For instance, Mina C. Van Winkle, head of the
Washington, D.C., Women’s Division of Police, argued that while delin-
quency was declining among boys, the prevalence of cabarets and cheap
literature had caused an increase among girls, making them unfit to be
wives and mothers. Some experts contended that modern girls were adrift
from standard moral moorings, and no longer knew “what was right and
what was wrong.”21

While parents, experts, and newspaper editors lamented the disap-
pearance of the old-fashioned girl, they simultaneously reinforced tradi-
tional notions of women’s roles. Articles declaring that women’s proper
place was in the home appeared alongside articles condemning the
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influences of modern popular culture. One letter to the editor asserted
that women had no right to expect the support of men if they shirked
their proper role through idleness or the use of birth control.22  Articles
sported such headlines as “Richmond Women Say Home Is Paramount to
a Career,” and “Woman Preacher Sees Home as Women’s Sphere.”23

The number of women desiring to postpone marriage raised the fear
that marriage was a declining institution. In 1923, a survey of female col-
lege students revealed that 78 percent planned to have a career, and most
did not believe that marriage and a career were mutually exclusive. A
comparatively meager 50 percent said they hoped to marry.24  Many Vir-
ginia residents, alarmed by the apparent crumbling of the moral strong-
hold of marriage, saw the rising divorce rate as “a sure sign of a decaying
society.”25  The Richmond Times-Dispatch published an editorial respond-
ing to “the widespread belief that the country is headed for ‘a bad place’
as a result of petting, movies, romance novels and women working.” To
many people, complete moral decline in the United States would result
from changing gender roles, new social activities, and mass popular cul-
ture.26

It is difficult to determine how accurately newspapers reflected pub-
lic opinion, yet the sheer number of articles attests to the pervasiveness of
social controversies over gender. Moreover, these articles reveal a belief in
a connection between women’s familial role and the maintenance of cul-
ture and civilization. To buttress the institution of the family, seen as the
bedrock upon which the rest of society was founded, public discourse
encouraged women to marry, stay at home, and raise children. For eu-
genicists, changes in traditional social institutions presaged disaster in the
form of “racial suicide,” while changing gender norms and the decline of
traditional institutions contributed to a falling birth rate among the most
desirable segments of the population: middle- and upper-class Anglo-
Saxons. This decline, in turn, would lead to a society overrun by the “dys-
genic” offspring of the “lower orders.”

This dysgenic population sprang from regionally defined lower or-
ders. Both Northern and Southern eugenicists worried about the ability of
people they labeled “high grade morons” to “pass” into and reproduce
with “superior” stock. Northerners also were concerned that immigrants
from “undesirable” countries would do the same. Southerners, by con-
trast, lacking a large influx of immigrants, concentrated their eugenic fears
on the resident population of African Americans whom they believed could
potentially “pass” into and reproduce with white society. This fear walked
arm in arm with concern about the behavior of women.

Media discussion of the dangers facing modern women and their
implicit threat to social stability betrayed a growing apprehension that
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the moral values of the lower orders of society were beginning to influence
young, white, middle-class women. Eugenic supporters of the Racial In-
tegrity Act later articulated this concern: women, intoxicated by the excit-
ing adventures of youth, might ignore the opinions of their elders, their
traditions, and, ultimately, their racial pride, which, because of women’s
reproductive capacity, was especially important. Away from parental su-
pervision and protection, these women would be increasingly vulnerable
to the manipulations of new “confidence men”—men with unknown ra-
cial origins seeking to infiltrate the middle-class white world.27  Eugeni-
cists capitalized on this perceived vulnerability to promote their programs.

When the Virginia General Assembly met in 1924, women’s desire
for increased opportunities was more than media debate. During this ses-
sion that passed the Racial Integrity Act, both the Virginia House and Sen-
ate were confronted with equal rights bills designed to ensure women
“the same rights, privileges and immunities under the laws of this state as
men.”28  The Virginia House committee approved the bill, even though
members insisted they had passed it “unwittingly” and were “embar-
rassed” that passage erroneously indicated their support.29  Although the
bill was soon killed, the approval launched a flurry of editorials and ar-
ticles. Coverage of the women’s equal rights bill far exceeded that of the
Racial Integrity Act. In February 1924, there were more than twenty ar-
ticles on the equal rights bill compared to nine about the Racial Integrity
Act.30  Such attention to both women’s roles and the equal rights bill placed
women’s issues at the forefront of public discourse.

Fears about women’s new freedoms and changing roles converged
with eugenic concerns about racial order. Racial policies, however, were
not the only means by which policy makers sought to protect the purity of
the white gene pool. Eugenic beliefs about racial decline also motivated
the National Immigration Restriction Act of 1924 and state-level compul-
sory sterilization policies throughout the United States during the 1920s.31

Immigration restrictions, according to eugenicists, did not grow out of
racism or ethnocentrism, but rather were a scientifically based response
to the threat immigrants posed to American society. Eugenicists pointed
to increased levels of insanity among immigrants and believed ethnic
women were morally bankrupt, impoverished, and feebleminded. By the
laws of heredity, immigrants would pass their moral and intellectual taint
to succeeding generations, who would become burdens on society.32  The
U.S. Congress heeded eugenicists’ warnings; many of the witnesses at
hearings for the National Immigration Restriction Act of 1924 were na-
tionally recognized eugenicists, men who later testified in favor of the
Racial Integrity Act before the Virginia General Assembly.33

Eugenicists believed undesirable ethnic blood was one source dilut-
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ing native-born American strains, but they regarded uncontrolled breed-
ing among the working class a threat as well. Victorian ideologies about
women’s sexual purity did not apply to working-class and nonwhite
women. In the nineteenth century, however, people blamed these women’s
“loose” morals on sin or lack of character. By the twentieth century, medi-
cal experts blamed women’s “lascivious” behavior on inherited taints or
genetic abnormalities.34  Thus, sexual promiscuity became both symptom
and evidence of the new categories of “feeblemindedness” and “moral
imbecility.” To Southerners, feebleminded women, because they were
“irrational” and genetically controlled by powerful sexual desires, could
not appreciate the need to maintain racial purity; thus, they could not be
trusted to avoid any sexual liaisons, including those between races. Re-
production by feebleminded women could potentially increase the feeble-
minded population, pollute the white genetic pool, and, worse, possibly
lead to miscegenation.

In the 1920s, Virginia was a national leader in controlling its undesir-
able populations through legislation. Although sterilization policies af-
fected men as well as women, women were their primary targets. Of those
sterilized under Virginia’s forced sterilization law between 1924 and 1972,
almost two-thirds were women.35  Such institutions as the Lynchburg
Colony housed feebleminded women during their childbearing years, and
doctors forcibly sterilized many of them as a precondition for their re-
lease. The U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Buck v. Bell which upheld the
constitutionality of forced sterilization resulted from a Virginia case origi-
nating at Lynchburg. “Plaintiff” Carrie Buck seemed typically “feeble-
minded.” She was a poor, unmarried daughter of a feebleminded woman.
Carrie had given birth to an illegitimate child, although not because of her
“innate depravity” or “moral imbecility,” but because she had been raped
by her cousin. Rather than being the plaintiff in the case, however, she
was more accurately its target. Lawyers for both the prosecution and the
defense colluded to insure the case, and thus the forced sterilization law,
would pass constitutional scrutiny.36

Although couched in terms of objective, genetic science, eugenic leg-
islation sought to mitigate the threat certain populations posed to society.
It is not a coincidence that laws promoting immigration restrictions and
sterilization of the “feebleminded” were enacted contemporaneously with
the Racial Integrity Act. Class- and race-specific assumptions about fe-
male sexual behavior shaped these policies; they reflected fears of chang-
ing gender roles and increasing female sexual agency and independence.
The equal rights bill, which confronted gender issues directly, was ridi-
culed and defeated, while the Racial Integrity Act and sterilization acts,
both of which implicitly buttressed traditional gender hierarchies, sailed
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through the Virginia General Assembly with considerably less debate.
Eugenicists provided concrete policies for addressing concerns about
women’s sexual behaviors, masking them in rhetoric about science’s duty
to protect society.

Legalized forms of racial separation, with the help of other eugenic
legislation, circumscribed opportunities for interracial sexual relations, yet
supporters of the Racial Integrity Act doubted whether they were adequate.
To such supporters, there was a gap, perhaps even a growing one, be-
tween ideal gender and race relations and reality. Men lobbying for the
act’s passage recounted many examples of sexual relations between white
women and black men that occurred without lynching or interference from
local authorities, and did not result in charges of rape.37  A law enacted to
further limit interracial marriage, justified under the rubric of eugenic sal-
vation of the white race, responded to this gap and criminalized previ-
ously liminal, but not illegal, behavior.

In January 1924, the Virginia General Assembly received a petition
signed by almost two thousand Virginians requesting the passage of a bill
to preserve racial purity. The General Assembly passed the Racial Integ-
rity Act because of the concerted lobbying efforts of the Anglo-Saxon Clubs,
an organization Virginians John Powell, Walter Ashby Plecker, and Ear-
nest Sevier Cox, a prominent race theorist, formed in 1923. These men, all
advocates of eugenics, united to conduct a campaign for racial purity that
eschewed the tactics of the Ku Klux Klan. Under their leadership, the clubs
grew to more than thirty-six branch posts by 1925, including one in Penn-
sylvania and two in New York. The aims of the clubs, according to their
constitution, were threefold: to strengthen the Anglo-Saxon instincts, prin-
ciples, and traditions of its members, and society at large; to restrict immi-
gration; and, fundamentally, to arrive at what they chillingly termed “a
final solution” to the “Negro problem.”38

The clubs’ constitution and set of principles combined beliefs about
racial hierarchy, liberal democratic political thought, and the concepts of
the nation’s forefathers. Membership in the clubs was limited to native-
born, white men over the age of eighteen who were of “good character”
and expressed an intention to vote. Implicitly, the clubs catered to men
who were middle-class and well-educated, and who espoused traditional
ideals that benefited those who shared their social, economic, and racial
privileges. Moreover, the focus on voting indicates the clubs’ plan to use
legislation to achieve their goals.39

The Anglo-Saxon Clubs also articulated a moral imperative to pro-
tect “the most sacred of all cultural heritages,” and invoked the imagery
of a religious crusade against the destruction of civilization. Feeling called
to protect “all that is highest and holiest,” club members conflated patrio-
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tism, fear of racial amalgamation, and the supremacy of white men in
American culture.40  References to patriotism, a “white man’s country,”
and the “civilization and ideals of our forefathers” buttressed a belief sys-
tem that emphasized white male superiority, the traditional family, and
the proper role of white women. They believed these notions separated
North American civilization from more “savage” civilizations. The set-
tlers of the New World, they argued, “came not as did the Spanish and
Portuguese adventurers of the Southern Continent, without their women,
bent only on conquest and the gaining of wealth and power, but they came
bringing their families, the Bible, and high ideals of religious and civic
freedoms. They came to create homes, to create a nation, and to found a
civilization of the highest type, not to originate a mongrel population
combining the worst traits of both conquerors and conquered, with the
subsequent mixture of a third still lower element transported from Africa,
as was done by the men from the Hispanic Peninsula.”41  The superiority
of white civilization, according to the clubs, was founded upon the integ-
rity of the white patriarchal family and the purity of the blood of its mem-
bers.

The goals of the Anglo-Saxon Clubs sought to reinforce the line be-
tween the races, which its members believed to be in danger of collapsing.
Imbedded in their principles, however, was a gendered discourse. In their
eyes, white, middle-class, American women were responsible for the de-
cline in the white birth rate through their entry into higher education and
the paid labor force, their increased use of birth control, and the allegedly
growing numbers of women delaying marriage. Consequently, club mem-
bers and their supporters blamed changing gender roles for the demise of
American values and civilization. To reclaim these ideals, women needed
to return to their traditional roles as wives and mothers.

White women, however, were excluded from what became one of
Virginia’s most influential citizens’ groups against miscegenation. This
exclusion marginalized their participation in the political process, reflecting
members’ belief in women’s proper role. Elite white women who sup-
ported racial purity, by their membership in less influential auxiliaries,
tacitly showed their acceptance of white men as their defenders. The clubs’
policy of sexual segregation embodied eugenic beliefs that man-made and
man-enforced laws should control women’s sexual and reproductive func-
tions because women were not able to do so on their own. The Anglo-
Saxon Clubs saw white women as crucial to the maintenance of the racial
and social structure, not as actors but as recipients of the decisions of privi-
leged white men.

White women played a pivotal role in racial amalgamation, both as
the prime victims the Racial Integrity Act sought to protect, and as those
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responsible for miscegenation because of their modern behaviors. The Bu-
reau of Vital Statistics developed a system that worked to expose and pun-
ish anyone guilty of violating the provisions of the act. In practice, however,
this system focused on the easiest targets—new, white mothers who were
required to register the race of their child. The following letter is represen-
tative of those sent to such women, a copy of which Plecker forwarded to
Powell to allow him to see “a specimen of our daily troubles and how we
are handling them.” This particular letter was sent to a white woman whose
child was the result of an allegedly adulterous affair with an African-
American man.

Dear Madam,

We have report of the birth of your child, 30 July 1923, signed by
Mary Gilden, midwife. She says that you are white and that the
father of the child is white.

We have a correction to this certificate sent to us from the City
Health Department at Lynchburg, in which they say that the fa-
ther of the child is a negro.

This is to give you warning that this is a mulatto child and you
cannot pass it off as white. A new law passed by the last legisla-
ture says that if a child has one drop of negro blood in it, it can-
not be counted as white. You will have to do something about
this matter and see that the child is not allowed to mix with white
children, it cannot go to white schools and can never marry a
white person in Virginia.

It is an awful thing.42

The ominous tone of the letter carries an explicit moral condemnation. As
the letters were sent to mothers, white men largely escaped responsibility
for their illicit sexual relations with African-American women. This letter,
however, served another purpose. Although state authorities could not
always prevent illicit interracial unions, with the help of willing doctors,
midwives, and local registrars, the children of these unions were immedi-
ately branded as nonwhite. Thus, the act provided a legal means for the
state to prevent mixed-race children born of white mothers from benefiting
from the privileges of their whiteness.

The convergence of class, race, and gender becomes evident in “The
Last Stand,” a series of articles John Powell wrote for the Richmond Times-
Dispatch. The newspaper published the series during legislative debates
for the second version of the Racial Integrity Act in 1926, which sought to
close loopholes that allowed those with Native-American ancestry to marry
whites. Eugenicists wanted the amendment because they believed Afri-
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can Americans were claiming Native-American heritage in order to pass
into white society.43  To garner support for the 1926 act, Powell used the
media to convince the public that further restrictions were necessary. In
this series, Powell presented a collection of instances wherein racial integ-
rity had been compromised. The daily articles recounted some eighty in-
stances of miscegenation, and were organized regionally. It is unclear if
the cases describe actual events, as Powell was cryptic about his sources.44

Nevertheless, their basis in reality is less important than the trajectory of
racial amalgamation they claim. Powell located the threat to white society
in a variety of sources, all the result of new economic and social realities,
and each carrying specific implications for white women. While it is
difficult to trace the series’ impact on legislative debate, as the amend-
ments failed to become law, these articles illustrate Powell’s characteriza-
tion of the new victims and villains of miscegenation: those whom new
social norms made vulnerable and those who exploited these norms for
personal gain.

About 10 percent of these miscegenation cases involved Virginia’s
“Indian” population. These groups, Powell argued, were able to pass into
the white population because of the “romantic sentimentality or self-
interest” of “mis-guided” whites who married them. Another group of
cases report instances where white men married women who had small
fractions of African-American ancestry. In many of these cases, primarily
involving “respectable” men and women, the women were ignorant of
their mixed-race heritage; it only came to light when a child was born
who “reverted to type”—whose appearance showed the presence of non-
white ancestry. One couple did a genealogical search and determined that
the wife was “one two-hundred and fifty-sixth negro.” These unhappy
circumstances, Powell implied, would be avoided if the Racial Integrity
Act was amended to force couples to prove their racial purity before mar-
riage.45

Wealth and beauty enticed some men to turn a blind eye to their “ra-
cial pride.” In Charlottesville, a wealthy near-white father of two “beauti-
ful” daughters “offered $30,000 to any white man who would marry one
of his daughters.” The source of this anecdote reported that “he realized
the imminence of amalgamation when he saw students of the university
paying a social call on these women, being in total ignorance of their mixed
derivation.” In Staunton, two daughters of a “yellow negroid” married
“white men of prominent families.” Despite knowledge of the women’s
origins, “these two men and their prominent kinspeople are exerting great
pressure—successfully—to force [their] children into the most refined and
cultured associations.” The Racial Integrity Act, however, ensured such
marriages never took place.46
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Of the eighty cases Powell reported, only two involved white men’s
illicit sexual relations with African-American women. In both cases, the
woman worked as a domestic in the unmarried man’s household. One
woman supposedly tried to kill her miscegenous child, but a white family
rescued and adopted her. The other case involved a long-term relation-
ship, in which the daughter of the union was “lithe as a panther.” Al-
though she eventually married an African-American man, it nonetheless
was “the most striking example of the complete disintegration of racial
pride, produced by degrading illicit contacts.”47

White men, however, were not the primary focus of this newspaper
series. White women received the most criticism for causing amalgam-
ation. These cases “exhibit[ed] the most appalling instance of the decay of
decency and race pride” and were “inexpressibly humiliating to discuss.”48

While all the cases involving white women produced amalgamation, not
all were equally indicative of moral decay. In some cases, the white woman
was ignorant of her husband’s racial mixture. Powell lamented the fate of
Mrs. T., who placed her clearly nonwhite child with the Board of Public
Welfare. When questioned about her fidelity, she insisted “the father is
my husband. He has a little negro blood, and the child came black.” Even
though the rest of the children were white, “the marital relation between
the parents continued undisturbed.”49  These women were to be pitied,
according to Powell, yet he also condemned their unwillingness to end
sexual relations that might lead to further amalgamation. Powell believed
the Racial Integrity Act would step in where love overcame racial pride
and prevent these marriages in the first place.

If romance was one cause of diminished racial pride, economic ne-
cessity was another, as the case of a farming family near Richmond illus-
trates. The husband, unable to support his family and pay his mortgage,
left for a job in the North, while his wife remained on the farm. Over-
whelmed with responsibility, she accepted help from a black man who
offered her whiskey, with “tragic” results. The husband returned some
months later to find his wife had given birth to a mixed-race child. Wel-
fare workers brought the family into court to force them to give the child
to the authorities, but the woman refused, saying “the child was her own
flesh and blood and she was responsible for it.” In a backhanded com-
pliment, Powell declared that “the husband’s thrift, honesty, and ambi-
tion, and the woman’s strong maternal responsibility emphasize the horror
of this case.” Interestingly, the woman’s adultery and the black man’s
sexual “aggression” escaped Powell’s condemnation. Instead, he blamed
changing economic conditions that forced the husband to abdicate his place
as provider and protector of his wife and family. Other cases describe “re-
spectable” yet destitute daughters who took to lives of “mercenary vice,
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eventually sinking to associations with negroes.” Amalgamation could
thus be the child of poverty, and the price women paid for survival.50

These “tragic” stories, however, did not account for the crux of the
problem: “the most ghastly evidence of the increasing frequency of the
birth of mixed breed children to white women.” The following cases fo-
cus on the danger to white women in an age of social independence, when
they are susceptible to “confidence men” who migrated to new communi-
ties to escape their racial origins. One near-white man from a nearby state
married a white Virginia woman. While pregnant with her second child,
she discovered that the African-American nanny who cared for her child
was really her husband’s mother. In shock, she gave premature birth, which
“in the climax of ghastly horror, was a complete reversion to African type.”
The wife subsequently went insane and killed herself. Another young
woman in Richmond “of excellent family and high social position” met a
man of unknown racial origins who was new to the area. “Attracted by
his unrestrained gaiety, high spirits and amiability,” they fell in love. De-
spite rumors that he “was a negroid,” she insisted on marrying him.
“Shortly afterwards the rumor was confirmed, but the marriage relation
was not disturbed.” Young confidence men, intent on “passing,” swept
respectable white women off their feet and made racial demise imminent.
As Powell argued, “Pride of family no longer inhibits acquaintance and
association with persons of unknown ancestry in a society whose stan-
dards are based less on family and culture than on material possessions.”
These modern villains targeted the most innocent victims—presumably
naïve, young, modern women newly free from traditional familial super-
vision. The Racial Integrity Act sought to prevent these suspect marriages
and reveal mixed-race origins that otherwise smitten young girls would
refuse to see.51

These cases underline how all families, rich and poor, were vulner-
able to the infiltration of mixed-blood rogues. Indeed, “all classes of the
white race will stand or fall together.” With this racial solidarity in mind,
Powell turned his attention to disreputable women who were “deplor-
able examples of [the] breakdown of racial pride and decency.” He listed
numerous cases of young white women having illegitimate mixed-race
children, of married white women engaging in consensual adulterous af-
fairs with black men, and of white widows taking up with African Ameri-
cans. Representing more than fifteen cases, these “disreputable” women
presented a different threat to racial purity than did their middle-class
counterparts. One woman defended the father of her illegitimate child,
claiming his “face may be yellow but his heart is the heart of a pure white
gentleman.” Powell encouraged his reading audience to regard these
women and their children as genetically tainted. Indeed, in one case where
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a thirteen-year-old girl allegedly bore an illegitimate mixed-race baby fa-
thered by her mother’s black lover, Powell implied that the mother passed
on both her sexual depravity and low intelligence to her child. Another
woman, perhaps the exception that proved the rule, had five illegitimate
children, four of whom were white and “bright and good-looking.” The
state registrar who reported this case remarked with surprise that, although
she had one colored child, “she is in no way feeble-minded.”52

Powell seemed convinced that interracial relationships between white
women and African-American men occurred frequently, with little inter-
ference by local authorities. Powell’s series illustrates the different means,
at society’s disposal, for controlling white women who produced mixed-
race children. Defining certain women as feebleminded allowed authori-
ties to legally institutionalize or sterilize them, thus protecting society.
Women with degraded racial pride, however, could not be controlled as
easily. Parents could not dictate whom their daughters met at dance halls
and movie theaters, or on college campuses; thus, the Racial Integrity Act
was necessary. Powell outlined the comparative danger these “at-risk”
women posed, explicitly excusing white male miscegenation: “But as the
race of illegitimate children is determined by that of the mother, such
amalgamation [with black women] is more readily controlled by the color
line. Where the mothers of mixbreeds are white, however, the danger is
increased a thousandfold. Formerly such cases were exceedingly rare, even
among the lowest grades of whites. The present relative frequency should
give us serious pause, especially as constituting the most convincing evi-
dence of the decadence of racial pride and self-respect.”53  Mixed-race chil-
dren of white mothers usually remained in the white community, thereby
increasing the likelihood that they would marry whites. This complex col-
lection of racial threats illustrates how class-based beliefs about women’s
roles and stereotypes about their sexuality were manipulated to support
the effort to strengthen racial boundaries through the Racial Integrity Act.

Immigrants, however, were not immune to Powell’s disapproval. In
such areas as Norfolk, with its international shipping business, immigrants
mixed “freely both with local whites and with Negroes.”54  Another dan-
ger came in the form of citizens who were part African American and
moved to Norfolk and Portsmouth, claiming to be of Native-American
extraction. Here they “intermarried with white people—usually Poles or
other foreigners—and have tried to enter white schools.” The threat from
European immigrants was not only their own racial origins, but also that
African Americans attempting to pass into white society through inter-
marriage with immigrants could victimize them. Thus, Powell gave a nod
to the problem of immigration and demonstrated his allegiance to eugeni-
cists across the country.55
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Letters to the editor of the Richmond Times-Dispatch supported the
aims of the act. On 28 February 1926, M. B. Davis wrote of her interest in
the subject. “Speaking from the standpoint of a mother, I am anxious to
see the law passed and enforced. How could parents of children who will
marry be indifferent?” I. F. Love criticized the author for chastising the
entire South for the sins of a few, maintaining the contrary that “these
ideals [of racial purity] are not so conspicuous anywhere else in the world
as in the South.” Others took issue with Love, noting that, according to
Mary Mabane, “intermarriage between foreign white and negroes is in-
creasing at an alarming rate.” Although the majority of the public sup-
ported the larger goals of the series, many letters questioned whether
the focus of the series was misplaced. R. Cary Montague argued that
“the races do not mix to any extent through intermarriage. The real source
of the evil is illegal intercourse between the races.” He advocated a law to
force white men to take financial responsibility for their illegitimate off-
spring. Donald C. Wingo stressed the sexual vulnerability of black women,
claiming “there is not a day that passes that some of our respectable col-
ored women are not insulted by some poor ill-bred white youth.” Mrs. R.
J. Owen took the strongest stand and advised that “if old men, married
men, and young men were made to support their offspring from negro
women there would be less of such. A lady would not marry a man that
was supporting a half-breed.” She reasserted respectable white women’s
racial pride and the power it could exert over white men. The more re-
strictive 1926 amendment, containing a provision to address white men’s
miscegenation, could not gain enough support and was never passed.56

Powell, despite these criticisms, maintained his focus on white women
to the end of the series, decrying “cases of white men marrying colored
women and of white women marrying or illicitly interbreeding with col-
ored men. . . . This last is the most appalling and threatening feature of the
situation and immediate steps for control must be taken.” Powell laid blame
for such happenings on the increased opportunities for social interaction,
as “amalgamation was the inevitable result of social equality and social
contacts cannot in courtesy or decency exist without the implication of
equality.” Powell advocated a measure to ensure “the separation of the
races in places of public entertainment” in order to “embody the sane the-
sis that friendly political and economic relations between the races can
best be preserved by avoiding the very appearance of social relations.”57

Although the Virginia General Assembly failed to pass the 1926 amend-
ments to the Racial Integrity Act, it did pass the Massenburg Public As-
semblage Act, which legislated separate seating for blacks and whites at
“motion picture houses, theaters, and other places of public entertainment.”
Furthermore, the provisions of this act made the operators of such venues
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and their customers liable for prosecution.58  The law specifically targeted
places where white women exercised their new social freedoms, and re-
placed the authority of absent parents with that of the law. Possible inter-
racial interaction grew out of new gender norms, new forms of social
interaction and courtship, and women’s more open independence and
sexuality. Powell’s antidote was the social control of white women.

Powell created a new type of victimhood for upper-class white wom-
en, although their own behavior partly prompted it, but he reserved his
strongest ire for poor white women. What is most striking about Powell’s
condemnation of marginalized white women in interracial relationships
is the relative lack of blame he accords to their black partners, even though
they too could be prosecuted under the act’s provisions. He did not speak
of protecting these women from sexual aggression. Instead, society needed
to be protected from these women’s sexual depravity. By foisting the blame
primarily upon the woman and promoting the intervention of the Bureau
of Vital Statistics in the form of shaming letters, rather than criminal pros-
ecution of the man, Powell reclaimed public and institutionalized control
over women’s sexual lives. He created a procedure which, in his view, cut
to the heart of the problem—the women themselves. Thus, debate over
the Racial Integrity Act is not merely the story of reifying the legal codes
around society’s protection of white women. Indeed, eugenicists sought
to reverse the equation, lobbying for new social policies that would pro-
tect society from white women.

Arm in arm, gender and race relations buttressed the social order,
and when one faltered, white society was quick to steady them both. In
the first decades of the twentieth century, women began to break out of
their prescribed roles. In response, proponents of the Racial Integrity Act
of 1924 articulated a new female vulnerability, encouraged women’s re-
turn to their traditional roles, and supported efforts to control women who
did not conform to moral expectations. With eugenicists’ clarion call that
the moral order was near collapse, Virginia passed this act, limiting sexual
relations between white women and nonwhite men, and implemented
sterilization policies that specifically targeted white women who trans-
gressed racial and sexual boundaries. The Anglo-Saxon Clubs, major play-
ers in this drama, ultimately sought to turn back the social, sexual, and
racial clock to a time when both African-American men and women and
women, both black and white, knew their places. Whether or not new
social patterns resulted in black men and white women fraternizing in
previously unthinkable ways, supporters of the act combined discourse
about women’s sexuality and miscegenation to create a specter of taboo
sexual relations in the public consciousness, a consciousness already well-
aware of white women’s growing independence.
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